Abstract-We propose a method for shape description of objects in color images. Our method employs angular maps in order to identify significant changes of color within the image, which are then used to drive snake models. To obtain an angular map, the angle values of the vectors corresponding to color image pixels are first computed with respect to a reference vector, and organized in a two-dimensional matrix. To identify significant color changes within the original image, the edges of the angular map are next extracted. The resulting edge map is then presented to a snake model. Distance and gradient vector flow snake models have been employed in this work. Experimental results show, not only that the resulting object shape descriptions are accurate and quite similar, but also that our method is computationally efficient and flexible.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
HAPE description of visual objects is required in many applications such as image and video retrieval, video structuring for browsing and animation [1] , cartoon frame filling [2] , segmentation [3] , and tracking [4] . The shape of an object can be easily described qualitatively by words (using terms such as elongated, rounded, with sharp edges) or by sketches [5] . Describing the shape of an object quantitatively, however, is more difficult and numerous boundary-based and region-based shape description methods have been proposed. Chain codes, geometric border representations, Fourier transforms of the boundaries, polygonal and spline representations, curvature scale-space representations, and deformable (active) models are examples of boundary-based shape methods that have been employed for shape description. Simple scalar region descriptors, moments, region decompositions, and region neighborhood graphs are region-based methods that have been proposed for the same task [1] , [5] , [6] . Boundary-based active (snake) methods have been particularly successful in describing complex shapes and/or shapes that change dynamically, thereby overcoming the limitations of other shape description methods.
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models have been extensively applied to shape description of objects in bi-level and gray-level images, despite a few problems that are associated with snake initialization and poor convergence to boundary concavities. Snake models have been rarely applied to shape description of objects in color images, with few exceptions 1 such as [9] - [11] . Because they are based on the theory of surface evolution and geometric flows, color snakes of [9] - [11] have quite high computational costs. Therefore, their application to object shape description remains limited. Solutions to apply snake models to color images that likely yield better efficiency consist of: 1) performing color space transforms and then applying snake models to the image planes which contain most of the color information; 2) performing color edge detection and then applying a snake model that is designed for bi-level images to the resulting edge map; 3) including in the snake model terms that depend on the color characteristics of all color planes and applying the snake model to a single image plane; 4) applying snake models separately to each of the color planes [12] . Despite being generally simple, color space transforms are computationally expensive and increase the processing time that is associated to the description of the object shape [13] . Color edge detection applied to the original image is impractical in applications that require processing of mixed databases, which consist of bi-level, gray-level, and color images. Defining colorbased terms for the snake models is generally difficult and it is a topic of ongoing research. Applying parametric snake models separately to each color plane has been considered of limited use [9] , because of the difficulty in combining the resulting snake shapes into a final contour of the object shape. Although methods that successfully combine the snake shapes obtained in each of the color planes have been proposed [12] , they still require processing of all of the image planes. Of course, this is time consuming when processing based on sequential implementations is employed.
To address the above problems, in this work we propose a shape description method of objects in color images using angular map-driven snakes. In our method, the angle value of each vector corresponding to a pixel in the color image is computed, the resulting angle values are next assembled in an angular map, which is then used to drive snake models. Distance snake models [14] and gradient vector flow snake models [15] are selected in this work, and they are driven by two versions of the angular map.
By making available color information to the snake models and by inheriting the capabilities of the distance and gradient vector flow snake models, respectively, our angular map-based shape description method is clearly effective. Moreover, our proposed method is efficient because 1) it avoids color space transforms, color edge detection, and processing of multiple color planes; 2) it makes use of snake models which can be equally applied to bi-level, gray-level, or color images in a database of mixed pictures; and 3) it makes use of an angular map which is either available (for instance, in applications such as color-based image and video retrieval) or may be computed efficiently using a specified region-of-interest within the image. Finally, our method is flexible, in the sense that the angular map may be computed with respect to different reference vectors. This allows precise and coarse descriptions of object boundaries of higher and lower interest, respectively, by the snake models. Object shape description in medical images, for instance, would particularly benefit from the flexibility of our proposed method, as different parts of the object boundaries (e.g., tumor) may require more accurate descriptions than others for diagnostic purposes.
The rest of the paper is divided in five sections. Section II presents main ideas related to the snake models. Section III provides a detailed presentation of our proposed angular mapdriven snake method. Experimental results and conclusions are included in Sections IV and V, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
Numerous snake models and variations have been proposed since Kass et al. introduced their (today known as traditional) snake model in [7] . Traditional parametric snake models are curves that are described by , where , , are the coordinates of the snake curve within the image, and is a parameter which is proportional to the arc length of the snake curve [7] . A snake iteratively changes its position according to the minimization of an energy function given by (1) where , , , and are the internal energy, the external energy, the snake tension, and the snake rigidity, respectively. Typically, the external energy is given by and for bi-level and gray-level images, respectively, where and stand for the original image or the original image convolved with a two-dimensional Gaussian function, and the Laplace operator, respectively.
The snake that minimizes the energy functional in (1) must satisfy the Euler equation
, where the internal force , the external force , , and are given by , , , and , respectively [7] , [15] , [16] . Traditional snakes have difficulties to converge to the actual object contours when 1) the initial snake is located far from the object boundaries and 2) the object boundary includes concave sections. To address the first problem, numerous solutions have been proposed, such as the distance snake model [14] , the balloon snake model [16] , and the dynamic programming-based snake model [17] . To address the second problem, directional [18] and gradient vector flow [15] snake models have been introduced. A comparison of the performances of snake models has been presented in [19] , showing that distance snakes and gradient vector flow snakes outperform other snake models in terms of accuracy of the object shape description.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Our goal is to obtain an accurate and flexible shape description of objects in color images with reasonable computational costs. To achieve our goal, we propose an angular map-driven snake method, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In what follows, we describe each of its processing stages.
Let a color image be represented by a set of two-dimensional image planes in a selected color space. Let each of these image planes be represented as a matrix, each matrix element consisting of a pixel value in row and column [20] , [21] . The proposed method consists of three steps. First, we compute the values of an angular color map, which are given by (2) or by (3) yielding the angular maps or , respectively. Notation stands for a vector consisting of the values of all of the pixels located at the position within the color image planes. For instance, is the vector in the RGB color space, where , , and denote the values of the pixels located at the position in the , , and color planes, respectively. Notations , , and stand for a reference vector, the value of the angle given by (2) between the vector and the reference vector , and the value of the angle given by (3) between the vector and the reference vector , respectively.
Second, we identify significant color changes within the original image by extracting the edges of the angular map. Third, the resulting edge map is presented to a snake model in order to obtain a shape description of the color object. In this work, we select distance [14] and gradient vector flow [15] snake models for our object shape description.
If a distance snake model [14] is selected, a potential function which depends on the distance between the snake points and the closest edge points of the edge map , can be computed. Using the Euclidean distance, this potential function is given by , where is given by . The external force , which is computed as the negative gradient of the potential function , is obtained by . Of course, in the case of a Cartesian curve, , , , , and . Using the external force , the position of the snake curve is changed iteratively such that an energy functional, such as that of the traditional snake model in Section II, is minimized.
If a gradient vector flow snake model [15] is selected, the external force cannot be written as the negative gradient of a potential function. Instead, the external force of the gradient vector flow snake model is defined by , where is a gradient vector flow field, that is, a vector field which minimizes the energy functional given by (4) Notations and stand for the edge map computed using the angular map and a regularization parameter, respectively. The gradient vector flow field is obtained directly by solving numerically the Euler equations given by [15] (5) (6) The position of the gradient vector flow snake curve is changed iteratively such that the energy functional given by (4) is minimized.
To summarize, the algorithm described earlier computes an angular map image plane which characterizes the original multiplane color image. This angular map illustrates color changes within the original image, which are then provided to the snake model. We note that, the angular map , consisting of values given by (2) , has been employed previously in the context of vector filtering, edge detection and color-based image retrieval. We also note that, the angular map is computed using a modified version of the angular distance measure 2 introduced in [22] in the context of color-based image retrieval. In modifying the angular distance of [22] by retaining only the weighted angle 2 The normalization constant equal to p 3 2 255 in (3) is the same as that selected in [22] , and it is selected to be equal to the magnitude of the maximum difference vector (i.e., [255 255 255]) which may be obtained in the RGB color space.
term (i.e., we have been motivated by the fact that, the angular map not only has to allow the identification of color discontinuities within the image, but also it has to allow meaningful comparisons of the results with those obtained by the angular map . Therefore, the value of given by (3) is the same as that of given by (2) (that is, zero), for vectors that are orthogonal with the reference vector . For vectors that are collinear to the reference vector , the values of are less than one, because of the weighting factor which is dependent on the magnitudes of the vectors being compared, while the value of is equal to 1. Clearly, the main difference between the angular maps and is the fact that the former takes into account only the angle of the color vectors, whereas the latter takes into account both the angle and the magnitude of the color vectors. Both angular maps and , however, indicate color changes within the image. We can illustrate this by using two simple examples. In the first example, which is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , a blue circle is placed on a green background. Both graphical representations of the angular maps and show that, the color changes in the image correspond to the object boundary. To further illustrate the effectiveness of the color angular maps, a second example is provided in Fig. 2(b) . By contrast to Fig. 2(a) , we here employ the image BREAM, which contains several colors. Even so, the object boundary is correctly identified using both of the color angular maps and it is shown more clearly in the graphical representation of the angular map . In the examples illustrated in Fig. 2 , both angular maps have been computed with respect to the reference vector . When a priori knowledge regarding the color content of the image is available, other reference vectors may be selected, which may enhance significantly the angular map values corresponding to the object boundaries. More specifically, by selecting a different reference vector, the angular maps will yield more accurate information for some of the object outline segments, while yielding less accurate information about others. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The boundaries of the blue circle on a half-green and half-red background are more visible when the reference vectors are selected to be equal to (red) or (green). We also note that, this is even more clear in the graphical representation of the angular map , whereas in that of , the weighting term which depends on the magnitudes of the vectors being compared, contributes to reducing this effect.
Simple gray-level edge detection may be applied to the resulting angular maps in order to detect color changes within the original image. This solution has several advantages. By applying edge detection to a single image plane, computational costs of methods such as [23] , [24] , which identify directions of major changes in vector data, are avoided. Moreover, an initial approximation of the object boundary is not required for the computation of the edge map, as compared to methods such as [25] , which compute color variations by differences between inside and outside contour points. Finally, in image databases that contain both gray-level and color images, it is particularly convenient to apply the same edge detection tool to the original image and angular map, respectively. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In what follows, we illustrate the performance, flexibility, and computational advantages of our proposed angular map-driven snake method for object shape description.
A. Implementation Details
Several implementation issues need to be addressed before illustrating the performance of our method, namely the image test set, the color space, the initialization conditions, the parameter values, the number of iterations, the computation of the edge maps and the evaluation indexes. The images used in our experiments are color frames from the video sequence BREAM and the color pictures SEAGULL, HIBISCUS and ROSE from the Kodak image set [26] . The shapes of the objects within these images contain smooth and high detail, as well as convex and concave segments.
Our images are represented in the RGB, normalized RGB and opponent color spaces. The representation in the RGB color space is motivated by the fact that, images are most frequently stored as such. The representation in the normalized RGB color space, which consists of normalized colors (chromaticity coordinates) that are given by the nonlinear transform , , and of the , , and color planes, respectively, is also commonly used because the normalized colors have better stability with respect to illumination changes than their , , and correspon-dents. The representation in the opponent color space, which assumes that the channels red-green (RG), yellow-blue (YB), and white-black (achromatic, WB) exist and are given by the nonlinear transform , , and of the , , and color planes, respectively, is quite frequently employed as well [20] .
Weinitializethesnakemodelsusinguser-definedpolygonalregions-of-interest, 3 although any shape of region-of-interest may be selected. The parameter values and the number of iterations are the same in all of our experiments and they are equal to , , and , where , and are the elasticity, rigidity and regularization parameters of the gradient vector flow snake model, respectively [15] . The number of iterations has been selected to be equalto 500.The edgemaps arecomputed using Sobel edge detectors for all of the angular maps.
We evaluate the accuracy of the shape contours subjectively and objectively. More specifically, we perform visual inspection of the shape contours and we compute the normalized perimeter and the normalized surface-area of the snake object [27] , and the normalized number of missed pixels. The normalized perimeter is computed as the ratio between the snake object perimeter and the actual object perimeter. The normalized surface-area is computed as the ratio between the snake object surface-area 4 and the actual object surface-area. The normalized number of missed pixels is computed as the ratio between the number of missed pixels and the actual object surface-area.
B. Results
We compute the values of the angular map given by (2) . Next, we present the edge image plane obtained using the resulting angular map to the snake model. Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate the shape descriptions obtained using distance and gradient vector flow snake models, respectively, and the test images in the RGB, normalized RGB and opponent color spaces. The angular map has been computed with respect to the reference vector for Fig. 4 (a) and (b), and Fig. 5 (a) and (b), and for Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 5(c) , respectively. As these figures illustrate, the accuracy of the gradient vector flow snake model is higher than that of the distance snake model. This is also confirmed by the values of the objective indexes 5 in Tables I and II . The normalized number of missed pixels decreases for the snake object boundaries obtained by the gradient vector flow snake as compared to those obtained by the distance snake for all of the images. Moreover, each of the snake models yields almost identical shape descriptions for the same image object in both RGB and normalized RGB color spaces. In general, the shape description results improve when the images are represented in the opponent color space, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, and Tables I and II . This is mostly visible in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 5(c) for the image ROSE, which is particularly difficult to process by the snake models because of the object of interest (the rose) being located behind a fence (which yields strong edges within the image). In the opponent color space, both snake models identify correctly most of the rose boundary, as opposed to the RGB and normalized RGB color spaces, where the snake models are sometimes attracted to the fence edges. Similar results to those illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 have been obtained using the angular map { } given by (3), when the reference vectors have been selected to be identical to those mentioned above. This is, of course, motivated by the fact that, in this case the angular maps given by (2) and (3) yield identical values. When different values of the reference vectors are selected, however, the performance of the gradient vector flow snake model using the image ROSE is better than that of the distance snake model. Moreover, as Fig. 6 shows, the performance of the gradient vector flow snake model using the angular map is better than that obtained using the angular map . The shape descriptions obtained using images represented in the RGB and normalized RGB color spaces are quite similar, and they are consistently outperformed by those obtained using the same images represented in the opponent color space.
To illustrate the impact of the reference vector on the accuracy of the resulting shape description, we have selected numerous values of in our experiments. Fig. 6 illustrates a simple example. By selecting the reference vector to be , the shape description obtained by the gradient vector flow snake model using the image ROSE in the opponent color space and the angular map is more accurate than that in Fig. 5(c) . In the RGB and normalized RGB color spaces, the numbers of missed pixels are also consistently reduced by selecting the reference vector as the dominant color, as Fig. 7 illustrates for the images ROSE and SEAGULL. Similar results hold for shape descriptions obtained using the angular map . For this angular map and selections of the reference vector which are close to the mean vector of the image, the resulting shape descriptions and the normalized numbers of missed pixels are included in Table III . Clearly, the reference vectors and , which are the closest to the mean vectors of the images BREAM and ROSE, respectively, yield angular maps which in turn, lead to the most accurate shape descriptions of those included in the table. Finally, we note that, even when the reference vector is selected incorrectly, 6 as in the right-most column of Fig. 6 , the resulting shape description still matches partially the object boundaries.
The CPU times required by the computation of the angular maps and , distance potential forces and gradient vector flow forces, respectively, for a typical image of size equal to pixels, are included in Table IV . For such an image size, the computation of the angular map is approximately two times faster than that of the angular map . We note that, in numerous applications, such as color-based image retrieval using angular distance measures, the angular map may be already available. When the angular map is not available, however, it is efficient as well as sufficient (especially for medium to large images) to compute it within a specified region-of-interest. As Table IV also shows, the CPU time required by the computation of the angular map values for a typical region-of-interest employed in our experiments decreases significantly as compared to that required by its computation using the entire image, again in favor of the angular map . Moreover, the CPU time required by the computation of the distance potential forces and gradient vector flow forces for a region-of-interest is approximately the same, therefore the selection of either of the two snake models has the same impact on the proposed method.
C. Discussion
In this section, we comment on the accuracy, flexibility, and computational demands of our proposed method. The accuracy of the resulting object shape description depends on the selection of the angular map, color space, reference vector, and snake model. In terms of accuracy, both angular maps and yield good descriptions of the object shape. The results obtained using the angular map , however, outperform those obtained using the angular map . This is motivated by the fact that, the values of are weighted angle values. By contrast, the values of are angle values without weighting. Consequently, indicates more visibly the color changes. As such, for shape description purposes, the angular map should be selected, whereas for other applications which make use of the angle and the magnitude of the color vectors, such as color-shape-based image retrieval, should be employed. The selection of images represented in the RGB and normalized RGB color spaces yields similar shape descriptions when using the same angular map. This is motivated by the fact that, the orientation of the vectors corresponding to the color images represented in these color spaces is essentially the same. When the images are represented in the opponent color space, the resulting shape descriptions outperform those obtained using the same images represented in the RGB and normalized RGB color spaces. This is motivated by the fact that, the opponent color space contains less redundancy 7 in the color channels than that of each of the other two color spaces, and color changes in terms of angle are more visible in separate color image planes.
The selection of the reference vector as a dominant color in the image led to accurate descriptions of the object shapes in our experiments. Moreover, as illustrated in Fig. 3 , where either the upper or the lower sections of the circle object boundaries is described better, partially accurate and partially coarse shape descriptions of the object have also been obtained. All of these selections of the reference vector require a priori knowledge regarding the color content of the image. Medical imaging applications may especially make use of this information for shape description purposes, because the color of the tissue which is adjacent to the object contour (tumor) is typically known, thereby the reference vector may be selected as mentioned above. When a priori information about the image content is not available, the reference vector may be selected simply as the mean vector of the image, as a vector close to the mean vector, or even as the vector (in the RGB or normalized RGB color spaces), or as the vector (in the opponent color space). As shown in Section IV-B, these selections yield angular maps which allow correct identification of the color changes within the image. We have shown that, even if the reference vector is selected incorrectly, the resulting shape description may still be acceptable, as it matches partially the object boundaries. The fact that, the reference vector may be selected such that different accuracies of the resulting shape descriptions are obtained, shows the flexibility of our proposed method. The distance snake model yields similar performance to that of the gradient vector flow snake model. As expected, the latter snake model has better ability to fill in the concave sections of the object boundary than the former model. The gradient vector flow snake model is also more robust with respect to incorrect selections of the reference vectors. While they yield similar object shape descriptions, the distance and gradient vector flow snake models have quite different computational demands for typical image sizes. More specifically, the computation of the gradient vector flow snake forces is faster than that of the distance potential forces. We note, however, that these snake models yield similar efficiency in terms of speed when applied to smaller regions-of-interest within the image. Consequently, it is the selection of the angular map that has a strong impact on the overall speed of our angular map-driven snake method.
The selection of the angular map yields higher speed of our proposed method, than that of the angular map . Moreover, when viewed in a general sense, as the application of a transform to a color image, the computation of the angular map given by (2) or (3) also requires less computational resources than color space transforms such as RGB to HSV, or RGB to CIELAB [13] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an angular-map driven snake method for object shape description in color images. By making use of color information and the abilities of selected (distance or gradient vector flow) snake models, our method is highly effective. By avoiding color space transforms, color edge detection, and processing of multiple color planes, and by using snake models that can be also applied to bi-level or gray-level images, our method is also efficient. By making use of an angular map which is either available or may be computed easily using various reference vectors, our method is flexible. As such, the proposed angular-map drive snake method is well suited to numerous applications that require object shape description in color images, including image database retrieval and medical imaging.
